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Subject:

Alaska Department of Environmental C.Onservation Approved Wood-Fired Heating Device List
Updates

Dear Device Manufacturer:
This letter is a follow up to the June 1, 2020 communication that was transmitted via Electronic Mail regarding
Alaska's Wood-Fired Heating Approved Device Lists (Approved Device Lists) and the certification test report
review. The June 1, 2020 letter may be found here:http://dec.alaska.gov/air/bumwise/standards/# Letters,
and the Approved Device List may be found at the top of this web page. The earlier communication and the
information below is for all wood-fired heating devices (pellet and cordwood) that are allowed under 18
MC 50.077. Hydronic cordwood stoves are prohibited and this letter does not apply to those devices.
Under 18 MC 50.077(c)(2), in order for the Alaska Department of Environmental C.Onservation's (ADEQ
Air Quality Division to approve a wood-fired heater model for installation within the Fairbanks nonattainment
area, ADEC must accept the underlying certification test results of a valid U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) certification. ADEC has been reviewing certification test reports for those Step 2 devices that
received EPA certification prior to May 15, 2020 but the Division has not completed its efforts. Because
there are still reports that must have their initial reviews completed, ADEC will not be releasing the results
of the review at the end of July as originall y indicated in the June 1, 2020 letter.
To assist in your planning, a timeline of the anticipated next steps in ADECs process and what to expect in
the coming months is outlined below. There is also a web page entitled "Manufacturers & Vendors"
referred below as 'webpage' and found here https://dec.alaska.gov/air/burnwise/manufacturers-vendors/,
This web page includes the information from this letter. It also provides detailed instructions, contact
information and Frequently Asked Questions & Answers.

• July 31, 2020: To reduce confusion, on this date all color will be removed from the official ADEC
approved lists, except the red indicating those devices that will be removed on September 1, 2020 for
failure to meet the state's 1-hr filter pull standard of 6.0 grams per hour in any valid test run. Test reports
that have a 'non-reported' 1-hr filter pull value, or a 1-hr filter pull not in grams per hour, will also be
highlighted in red. Manufacturers may contact Steve Hoke at steven.hoke@alaska.gov if they feel their
device has been highlighted in error.
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